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Abstract. Current interconnect standards propose 16 or even more vir-
tual channels (VCs) for provision of quality of service (QoS). However,
VCs increase the complexity of the switch and the scheduling delays.
In a previous paper, we have shown how to use only two VCs for full
QoS support at the switches. In this paper, we explore thoroughly two
alternative switch designs that take advantage of this reduction. We an-
alyze their feasibility in a single chip implementation and show that they
get a noticeable performance while greatly reducing the cost and power
consumption of the network.

1 Introduction

There are many proposals for quality of service (QoS) support in high-speed
interconnects. Most of them incorporate 16 or even more virtual channels (VCs),
devoting a different VC to each traffic class. In most of the recent switch designs,
the buffers are the most silicon area consuming part.

To build the 64-port MIN, we need 48 switches and 192 links when using the
8-port switch designs (Traditional 8 VCs, Traditional 2 VCs, and New 2 VCs-

B cases). The final cost of the interconnect greatly depends on the number of
switches used, while the power consumption comes mostly from the transceivers
needed to drive the links, and thus, depends on the actual number of links [1].
Note that with the New 2 VCs-P switch model, it takes just 16 switches (67%
less than the traditional case) and 128 links (33% less than the traditional case)
to build the 64-port MIN. This greatly reduces the cost and power-consumption
of the network.

The buffers at the ports are usually implemented with a memory space orga-
nized in logical queues, which consist of linked lists of packets, with pointers to
manage them. Therefore, the complexity and cost of the switch heavily depend
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on the number of queues at the ports. For instance, the crossbar scheduler has
to consider 8 times the number of queues if 8 VCs are implemented (greatly
increasing the area and power consumed by this scheduler). Then, a reduction
in the number of VCs (and in the required buffer space) necessary to support
QoS can be very helpful in the switch design and implementation.

In [2] we have proposed a strategy to use just two VCs at each switch port
for the provision of QoS that obtains similar results as if we were using many
more VCs. This is achieved by respecting at the switches some of the scheduling
decisions made at network interfaces. Moreover, to provide guarantee even to
the low-priority flows and to prevent starvation, a connection admission control
(CAC) is used. In this way, at no link the load of regulated traffic will be higher
than the available bandwidth.

In this paper, we throughly explore two alternative switch designs that take
advantage of this reduction and we evaluate them with different traffic models.
Simulation results show that our proposal provides a very similar performance
compared with a traditional architecture with many more VCs both for the
QoS traffic and for the best-effort traffic. Moreover, comparing our technique
with a traditional architecture with 2 VCs, our proposal provides a significant
improvement in performance for the QoS traffic, while for the best-effort traffic,
the traditional model is unable to provide the slightest differentiation.

There are several differences between this study and the one at [2]. The first is
that here we have made a thorough study of silicon area consumption by switch
components taking into account the total silicon area available. Moreover, we
also propose a chip design that takes advantage of the reduction of VCs. In
addition to this, we offer quantitative results concerning the advantages of using
our proposal, in terms of component count and power consumption. Finally, in
[2] we considered a theoretical model for scheduling times, while here we take
an approach based on the actual ASIC design of the switch.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In the following section
the related work is presented. In Section 3 we present our strategy to provide QoS
support with only two VCs and we study its hardware implications. The details
on the experimental platform are presented in Section 4 and the performance
evaluation in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this study.

2 Related work

During the last decade several switch designs with QoS support have been pro-
posed. All of them incorporate VCs in order to provide QoS support. InfiniBand
was proposed in 1999 both for communication between processing nodes and I/O
devices and for interprocessor communication. InfiniBand Architecture (IBA) [3]
proposes three main mechanisms to provide the applications with QoS, including
the use of up to 16 VCs.

PCI Express Advanced Switching (AS) architecture is the natural evolution
of the traditional PCI bus [4]. It defines a switch fabric architecture that supports



high availability, performance, reliability, and QoS. AS ports incorporate up to
20 VCs that are scheduled according to some QoS criteria.

These proposals, therefore, use a significant number of VCs to provide QoS
support. However, if a great number of VCs are implemented, it would require a
significant fraction of silicon area and would make packet processing slower. Note
that this paper deals with single-chip switches, where the buffers, the crossbar,
and the scheduler are inside the same chip, in order to be able to provide the
low latency necessary in current high-performance networking.

Traditional 2 VC proposals distinguish between just two broad categories
(regular and premium) [5]. In contrast, the novelty of our proposal lies in the
fact that, although we use only two VCs at the switches, the global behavior of
the network is very similar as if the switches were using many more VCs. This is
because we are respecting at the switch ports the scheduling decisions performed
at the network interfaces, which have as many VCs as traffic classes. In the end,
the network provides a differentiated service to all the traffic classes considered.

3 Providing full QoS Support with only two VCs

In [2] we have proposed a new strategy to use only two VCs at each switch port
to provide QoS. It achieves similar performance results to those using many more
VCs. We review this proposal in this section.

Supporting a large number of queues in a switch is not easy. This affects the
scheduling performed to configure the crossbar and the arbitration at the output
ports. We are referring to classical unbuffered crossbars. However, a different
switch architecture exists, that uses buffered crossbars [6]. In this case, the buffer
space is neither at the inputs nor the outputs of the switch, but distributed at
the crosspoints of the crossbar. When using this design, supporting many queues
is even more difficult, since the space at the crosspoint buffers is very limited and
to implement many queues is not possible. Moreover, in both crossbar types, the
control data structures needed for managing the queues consume silicon area
and switch control unit cycles. Therefore, proposals of 8 or 16 VCs for QoS
support are very rarely implemented and, as we mentioned before, the trend is
to increase the number of ports per switch, instead of the number of VCs.

Traditionally, network designers have overdimensioned the network in order
to provide an acceptable QoS. However, this solution is becoming less and less in-
teresting since the network is becoming the most expensive and power-consuming
part of the system [1].

The key idea of our proposal is based in this observation: Assuming that the
links are not oversubscribed, all the traffic flows through the switches seamlessly.
Therefore, the basic idea of our proposal consists in using only two VCs at
the switch ports. One of these VCs is used for QoS packets and the other for
best-effort packets. Moreover, we propose to use a connection admission control
(CAC) to guarantee that QoS traffic will not oversubscribe the links and we give
QoS traffic absolute priority over best-effort traffic, which is not subject to the
CAC.



Moreover, the network interfaces are responsible for injecting traffic of the
different classes applying any desired algorithm. At the same time, the switches
reuse this scheduling. This is the cornerstone of our proposal: To reuse at the
switches the scheduling decisions taken at the host interfaces.

We assume that a static priority criterion exists to order packets. In this way,
every packet would be stamped with a priority level (typically, 8 or 16 levels).
This is necessary because packets arriving at the switches come in the order
specified by the interfaces, and the switch has to merge these packet flows at the
output ports. The way of performing this is very simple: The scheduler takes
into account the service level of the packets (8 or 16 priorities), not just if they
are at the QoS or best-effort VC. This is not very complex because very efficient
priority encoder circuits have been proposed [7]. On the other hand, from the
scope of these priority assignments, the packet ordering established at network
interfaces does not need to be changed at any switch in the path because queuing
delays for QoS traffic will be short.

Obviously, the network interface can only arbitrate among the packets it
holds at a given moment. Therefore, when no more high-priority packets are
available, a low-priority QoS packet can be transmitted. If this packet has to wait
at a switch input queue, and other packets with higher priority are transmitted
from the network interface, they would be stored in the same VC as the low-
priority packet, and would be placed after it in the queue. Thus, the arbiter
would penalize the high-priority packets, because they would have to wait until
the low-priority packet is transmitted. But this situation has a small impact
on performance because there is bandwidth reservation for QoS packets. This
means that all the QoS packets will flow with short delay.

Remember that, although we assume that QoS traffic does not oversubscribe
any link, no assumption is made about best-effort traffic. However, the network
interfaces are still able to assign the available bandwidth (the one not consumed
by QoS traffic) to the best-effort traffic in the configured proportions. In this
way, they can still take into account the QoS requirements of this kind of traffic.
Obviously, this is a coarse-grain QoS provision. If stricter guarantees were needed
by a particular flow, it should be classified as QoS traffic.

Note that this proposal does not aim at achieving a higher performance but,
instead, at drastically reducing buffer requirements while keeping the perfor-
mance and behavior of systems with many more VCs. In this way, a sophisticated
QoS support could be implemented at an affordable cost.

Summing up, our proposal consists in reducing the number of VCs at each
switch port needed to provide flows with QoS. Instead of having a VC per traffic
class, we propose to use only two VCs at switches: One for QoS packets and
another for best-effort packets. Moreover, the scheduling decisions performed at
network interfaces are reused at switches. In order for this strategy to work, we
guarantee that there is no link oversubscription for QoS traffic by using a CAC
strategy.



3.1 Implementation considerations

In order to find out the advantages of using our approach, we have evaluated the
cost of implementing the switch both with the 8 VCs (one per traffic class)
and with just 2 VCs. In both cases, we have considered a combined input-
output queuing architecture, because it is a common design for high-performance
switches. Note that all the switch components must be implemented into a single
chip, in order to be able to provide the low latency necessary in high-performance
networking.

We have considered two switch designs in this section. The first benefits from
our proposal and uses the saved silicon area to implement additional ports at
the switch. In this case, the switch would have 16 ports. The other design would
be a traditional 8 VCs switch, where only 8 ports would be possible.

The components we have considered for this study are the ports (mainly
buffer space with some additional logic), the crossbar, and the scheduler. We
have taken the design constraints like packet format, routing, and so on, from
the PCI AS specification [4]. Table 1 shows area estimates for each module for
two different technologies: 0.18 and 0.13 µm.

Table 1. Area consumption by components.

16 ports - 2 VCs 8 ports - 8 VCs
Module Tech. 0.18 µm Tech. 0.13 µm Tech. 0.18 µm Tech. 0.13 µm

Buffers 64 mm
2 32 mm

2 64 mm
2 32 mm

2

Xbar and datapath 10 mm
2 5 mm

2 5 mm
2 3 mm

2

Scheduler 5 mm
2 3 mm

2 10 mm
2 5 mm

2

Total 79 mm
2 40 mm

2 79 mm
2 40 mm

2

The internal clock of the system is 250 MHz and the datapath is 64 bits wide.
This provides a speed of 16 Gbits/s, which is twice the speed of the external links.
That means there is an internal speed-up of 2.0.

The buffers are 16 Kbytes per port with our proposal (which are shared
between the two VCs, 8 Kbytes each) and 32 Kbytes per port in the 8 VCs
case (4 Kbytes each VC), both as a compromise between silicon area and per-
formance. The memory area estimates are based on datasheets of typical ASIC
(Application-Specific Integrated Circuit) technologies available to European Uni-
versities. These numbers include the input and output buffers.

The crossbar and datapath estimates come from the actual numbers of the
switch design in [8]. Finally, we base our estimates for the scheduler area on the
data provided by McKeown at [9]. The increased area for the scheduler in the 8
VCs design takes into account the queues needed if 8 VCs are implemented (64
queues, 8 VCs multiplied by 8 output ports). The 2 VCs design needs half of the
queues (32 queues, 2 VCs multiplied by 16 output ports).



Note that usually there is not a full utilization of the available area in an
ASIC design and, therefore, the final chip would be larger. In order to find out
more accurate estimates, all the design flow should be performed. However, these
area estimates are very helpful to compare the alternative architectures.

Finally, we could also implement an 8-port switch design using our proposed
2 VCs, but with increased buffer space. It would be very similar to the 8 VCs
design we have described, but just 16 queues per input port would be necessary
(2 per output port). In the performance evaluation section we will evaluate both
alternatives for applying our proposal, compared with more traditional solutions.

4 Simulation conditions

In this section, we will give details on the simulated network architecture and
the load used for the evaluation.

4.1 Simulated architecture

We have performed the tests considering four cases. First, we have tested the
performance of our proposal, which uses 2 VCs at each switch port. It is referred
to in the figures as New 2 VCs. Note that, with our proposal, the network
interfaces still use 8 VCs. We have considered the two variants of this proposal
presented in Section 3.1, which are noted New 2 VCs-P (16 ports) and New 2

VCs-B (8 ports, but larger buffers per VC).

We have also performed tests with switches using 8 VCs. In this case, it is
referred to in the figures as Traditional 8 VCs. Finally, we have also tested a
traditional approach with 2 VCs, noted in the figures as Traditional 2 VCs. In
this case, the network interfaces also use 2 VCs. Therefore, we have two refer-
ences to compare the performance of our proposals, one being the lower bound
(Traditional 2 VCs) and the other the upper bound (Traditional 8 VCs). Tradi-

tional 2 VCs switches have the same number of ports than Traditional 8 VCs,
but they have 4 times more buffer space per VC, allowing a good performance
with bursty traffic.

The network used to test the proposals is a butterfly multi-stage interconnec-
tion network (MIN) with 64 end-points. The actual topology is a folded (bidi-
rectional) perfect-shuffle. We have chosen a MIN because it is a usual topology
for clusters. However, our proposals are valid for any network topology, includ-
ing both direct networks and MINs. No packets are dropped because we use
credit-based flow control between the switches at the VC level.

The CAC we have implemented is a simple one, based on average bandwidth.
Each connection is assigned a path where enough resources are assured. It guar-
antees that less than 70% bandwith is used by QoS traffic at any link. We also
use a load-balancing mechanism, which consists in assigning the least occupied
route among those possible. The parameters of the network elements used in
this performance study aretaken from PCI AS specification [4].



Table 2. Traffic injected per host.

TC Name % BW Packet size Notes

7 Network Control 1 [64,512] self-similar

6 Audio 16.333 128 CBR 64 KB/s conn.

5 Video 16.333 [64,2048] 750 KB/s MPEG-4 trc.

4 Controlled Load 16.333 [64,2048] CBR 1 MB/s conn.

3 Excellent-effort 12.5 [64,2048] self-similar

2 Pref. Best-effort 12.5 [64,2048] self-similar

1 Best-effort 12.5 [64,2048] self-similar

0 Background 12.5 [64,2048] self-similar

4.2 Traffic model

In Table 2, the characteristics of the modeled traffic are included. We have
considered the traffic classes (TCs) defined by the IEEE standard 802.1D-2004
[10] at the Annex G, which are generally accepted for interconnection networks.
However, we have added an eighth TC, Preferential Best-effort, with a priority
between Excellent-effort and Best-effort.

The destination pattern of the traffic injected is based on Zipf’s law [11], as
recommended by the network processing forum switch fabric benchmark specifi-

cations [12]. In this way, there will be hot spots in the network.
The packets are generated according to different distributions, as can be seen

in Table 2. Audio, Video, and Controlled Load traffic are composed of point-to-
point connections of the given bandwidth. The self-similar traffic is composed
of bursts of 60 packets heading to the same destination, with the packets’ sizes
governed by a Pareto distribution and the periods between bursts modelled
with a Poisson distribution. With this distribution there is a lot of temporal and
spatial locality and should show worst-case behavior.

5 Simulation results

In this section, the performance of our proposals is shown. We have considered
three traditional QoS indices for this performance evaluation: Throughput, la-
tency, and jitter. Note that packet loss is not considered because no packets are
dropped due to the use of credit-based flow control. We also show the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of latency and jitter, which represents the proba-
bility of a packet achieving a latency or jitter equal to or lower than a certain
value.

Figure 1 shows the performance of QoS traffic. The average latency results
are very similar for the four architectures. On the other hand, we can also see the
CDF of latency and jitter at a normalized network load of 1.0. The Traditional

8 VCs case offers the best results. With our proposal, a small portion of the
packets see their latency increased, and thus, the jitter. However, this is a small
handicap compared with the benefits, as we will see later.
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Fig. 1. Results for QoS traffic classes.

In Figure 2 we evaluate the best-effort traffic. In this case, the Traditional

2 VCs approach produces the same performance for all the TCs, which is an
inadequate behavior, because excellent-effort and preferential best-effort traffic
classes should have better performance. The reason for this inadequate behavior
is that in the Traditional 2 VCs model, all the best-effort classes look the same
for the schedulers at both the network interfaces and switches.
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Fig. 2. Throughput of best-effort traffic classes.



On the other hand, the arbiters using our technique take into account the
priority of the packets, although they share the same VC. For that reason, our
proposals, which devote a single VC at the switches for all the best-effort TCs,
can provide a behavior similar to that of the Traditional 8 VCs approach, which
uses 4 VCs for the best-effort TCs.

The New 2 VCs-B offers the best performance because it provides the max-
imum flexibility in the use of the buffer space, while in the Traditional 8 VCs

case the same amount of memory is statically partitioned. On the other hand,
the New 2 VCs-P case offers a worse performance because the buffer space is
smaller.
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Fig. 3. Summary of the trade-offs of the New 2 VCs-P proposal, compared with
the Traditional 8 VCs case.

Figure 3 summarizes the trade-offs of using our New 2 VCs-P proposal. As
can be seen, there is a very noticeable reduction in chip3 and link counts and,
therefore, in the associated power consumption of the interconnection network
(calculated from estimates of the ASIC chip design). On the other hand, the
global throughput achieved with bursty traffic is slightly lower (only a 10%
reduction), but the reduction on the component count would lead to a much
more cost-effective solution. Also note that the non-uniform traffic pattern for
best-effort traffic is very bursty: Throughput under more uniform traffic is higher
for both Traditional 8 VCs and New 2 VCs-P cases.

According to these results, we can conclude that our proposals can provide
an adequate QoS performance. The reduction of the number of VCs to just two
allows us to offer two alternative switch designs: The first keeps the expenses
but produces a higher global throughput by using more flexible buffers, and the
second greatly decreases the cost and power-consumption of the interconnec-
tion with a small degradation in performance (13% global throughput less than
Traditional 2 VCs with non-uniform traffic).

3 Remember that both New 2 VCs-P and Traditional 8 VCs switches take equivalent
sillicon area.



6 Conclusions

In [2] we presented a proposal to use only two VCs at each switch port to
provide QoS support. The first VC is used for QoS traffic and the other for
best-effort traffic. In this way, we obtained a drastic reduction in the number of
VCs required for QoS purposes at each switch port. In that paper, we showed
preliminary results using multimedia traffic in a uniform scenario, without a
clear study on how to apply this VC reduction.

This paper offers two novel designs for the switch that benefit from a reduc-
tion on the number of necessary VCs to provide QoS. The first design increases
the global performance of the network against unbalanced traffic by using buffer
space in a flexible way. The second design greatly reduces the component count,
and thus, the cost and power-consumption of the interconnection, at the cost of
a small degradation of performance. However, even under worst-case traffic, this
degradation of performance is worthy compared with the savings it brings.
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